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Our story: how Jenny learnt to ride

Martin Whittb and lulie Graftan

Our daughter triumphantly rode a bike for the first time just before her 18th birthday. She was
elated; we were possibly more elated. lt was the culmination of many manths of work driven
by the hope that she would one day ride on two wheels. She was wearing one of her favourite
t-shirts; pink, inscribed with'This girl can'and, yes indeed, she could!

There is a freedom about cycling that
has always been a big part of our lives.

So we were keen that Jenny might one
day be able to enjoy a ride with us. We

started as most parents do by putting
her on a back seat at about '18 months
and doing some short rides in quiet
places. On holidays we sometimes
hired a covered cycle trailer.

When Jenny was seven, we got her a
tricycle. This had a single 1:1 low gear
fixed wheel drive and came with toe
clips and straps to prevent the feet
slipping off the pedals. Jenny was

visibly ecstatic the first time she rode
her new trike in the park. We think
she got a taste of that freedom
that we enjoy from cycling. lt is also

empowering, here was something
new that she could do. We took
that trike to playgrounds and parks

at every opportunity.

We thought the next stage might be

a bike with training wheels, but Jenny
was very averse to the wobble. so

unless these were set very close to
the ground she would not ride. We

had the same problem with a hired
tag-along: she found the side-to
side wobble caused by the coupling

immediately unacceptable. We became

doubtful that Jenny would ever ride
a bike and concentrated on tricycles
for several years. Trikes enable the
family to enjoy a ride together; they
provide great exercise and give a taste
of that outdoor freedom. Foldable,

transportable trikes are available
and provide a solution to accessing

traffic-free trails and holiday rides.

Jenny enjoyed riding and developed
the pedalling strength and skill to
ride for miles on traffic-free trails.
The missing element was balance.

We eventually thought we would give

two wheels one more shot. Like most
kids, Jenny listened better to someone
other than her parents, so we hired
a trained cycle instructor for the first
few lessons. He took the pedals off
her bike, lowered the saddle so that
her feet touched the ground, and
transformed it into a'balance-bike'.
This is what she needed to develop
the missing element. She started on
a very gentle grass slope in the park.

which is less bruising in case of tumbles,
and then progressed to the pathways.
Weather permitting, we practised

several times a week and very gradually

the glides got longer.

It was several months before Jenny

could sustain a glide even to the count
of three. Jenny persevered brilliantly
but we still had our doubts that she

would ever do it. Then one of Jenny's
friends learnt how to ride. This was
very motivating for Jenny. She could
see for herself that something once so

apparently impossible can be achieved.

Gradually, over several months, the
glides got longer; straighter and
more consistent. Learning to balance

takes a lot of concentration and it is

important to not do too much in one
session. Better to do shorter sessions

more often.

When she could glide confidently
for about 10 seconds without putting
her feet back down, we experimented
by putting one pedal on. Jenny was

already a good peddler from years

of riding a trike, but balancing at the
same time is different. Starting off
is particularly hard because that first
push on the pedal puts the bike off
balance. 5o learning to use one pedal

to set the bike in motion, then raising

the other leg to get balance and glide
is a key stage. Jenny had a few weeks
of one-pedal balancing with lots of
encouragement. Then it was about
putting the other pedal on, repeating
the balance technique, and gingerly
trying to get the other foot on the
pedal as well.

There came a day when she seemed

to know she could do it, and she didl
With a few more weeks of consolidat-
ing practice improving steering and
braking skills, Jenny was soon riding
confidently with us on traffic-free trails.
It is clear that she really enjoys being
outside with the wind in her hair. lt
is hugely empowering for her and
emancipating for us.
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